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Executive Summary 

EMAIL MARKETING
Email marketing is the first step to this strategy. It’s a cost effective way 
to start marketing to Meledon’s current leads, while simultaneously 
building a system to start generating new leads.
With this system Meledon should start to see their digital marketing:
• generate more sales qualified leads through email campaigns
• drive loyalty among existing customers through promos and 

specialized offers

WEBSITE
This marketing strategy is structured so that there is as little waste 
as possible. Updating & optimizing Meledon’s current website is the 
second course of action. The end result should be: 
• to improve Meledon’s search engine rankings for better search 

engine marketing (SEM)
• to prepare Meledon’s website to support other marketing tactics 

lain out in this strategy
• improve the look and feel of the website to boost brand equity.

PAID ADVERTISING
The third course of action in this strategy is to implement some form of 
paid advertising. To help Melodon prepare for this we have included:
• sample banners advertisements 
• sample funnel guidelines
• advertising platform suggestions
• calculators to help guide campaign budget & ROI calculations
 

CONTENT MARKETING
The last piece of this marketing strategy is content marketing. This is 
the most important component of this marketing strategy, because qual-
ity content is what generates brand authority, interest, above all traffic. 
Content is used will be used in email marketing campaigns, website 
redesign structuring, paid advertisement offers, etc. To help guide 
Melodon in their content marketing strategy, we have provided first 
campaign suggestions as well as guidelines on how to develop content 
that their target persona wants to see in their buyers journey. 

“THINK HOLISTICALLY,
ACT COMPREHENSIVALLY” 
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Melodon’s primary goals for their digital marketing strategy is to:

1. Generate More Sales Qualified Leads (SQL)
2. Increase Brand Equity
3. Drive Loyalty
 
Generate More Sales Qualified Leads
Melodon is looking for new ways to generate sales qualified leads with their digital marketing efforts as quickly as possible. 

Keeping this in mind, this strategy focuses on emphasizing middle to lower parts of the inbound funnel to produce the quick rate 

of return that has been discussed.  Coupled with high quality engagements, strategically focusing primary efforts on these parts 

of the funnel should improve current lead generating numbers within a short amount of time. 

Increase brand equity
Melodon wants to develop a marketing system capable of increasing their brand equity. In essence, they want to establish a solid 

brand reputation to exemplify the quality of service that they know they deliver. The following marketing strategy proposes de-

velopment in two assets that will help with brand equity, the CRM & the website. Through development in these tools, Melodon 

should notice improvements in their customer relations communications and overall brand equity.   

Drive Loyalty
Melodon has stated that another goal for their strategy is to begin developing loyalty among their clients. A key element within 

their vision is to start scaling their network to promote their services to clients all over the United States. To address this, we 

have purposely selected the tactics to be capable of launching and supporting loyalty campaigns. These tactics will help reward 

repeat customers and drive loyalty to the brand.       

Goals


